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Original
Boston Redevelopment Authority
Attn: Ms. Teresa Polhemus
Executive Director/Secretary
Boston Redevelopment Authority
One City Hall Square, Room 910
Boston, MA 02201-1007
Dear Ms. Polhemus,
On behalf of Accordia Partners, LLC, Ares Management, and Starwood Hotels and Resorts, we are pleased to submit this proposal
to the Boston Redevelopment Authority to develop a world class hotel and mixed-use project, and associated meeting spaces on
land formerly known as the Winthrop Square Parking Garage.
Our intent is to create one of the finest urban hotel and condominium towers in the country, and be a driving force in the
continuing transformation story that is Boston’s Financial District. We also see a unique opportunity to expand the project into a
dynamic mixed-use development which will enhance the overall environment of downtown, expands the economic opportunities
associated with the project, and results in a stunning new urban place.
We are equally excited about the incredibly diverse and inclusive team we have assembled to deliver on the promise that the
Winthrop Square Redevelopment offers to expand the economic opportunities for those so often left behind. With historic
diversity and inclusion at every level, from ownership to development, to design and construction, to the innovative operational
plans of our partners at Starwood, our commitment begins day one, and will expand as the project unfolds. This commitment
also extends deep into the community, building upon successful programs such as CVP Academy and its partnership with UMASS
Boston, and extending to Boston Public High Schools, with our partnership with David Robinson, Boston University School of
Hospitality, Roxbury Community College and Starwood Hotels to introduce the Admiral Scholars Program to Boston. In addition,
we will continue our partnerships with Best Hospitality and Building Pathways to help grow opportunities for all residents of Boston
through this project.
We believe our team is uniquely qualified to lead and deliver a development project as complex, and significant as Winthrop
Square, which in full build out will have close to 800,000 sf and over $500 million of investment. Our team’s combination of
national and local skills and relationships, a specific track record in building and managing large hotels to success, combined with
Starwood’s internationally recognized brand and platform, our proven skills in developing complex urban projects in Boston all
lead towards the ultimate success of 115 Winthrop Square.
We have embraced the concepts embedded in the City’s planning of a sustainable development, and have focused on providing
connectivity, alternative means of transportation, as well as an urban design focus that will help shape the “front door” space so
critical to both the historic Winthrop Square and Federal Street and link multiple downtown open space and public spaces.
Our team has what it takes to make Winthrop Square both a leading destination for visitors and citizens of Boston, but also a
beautiful new home for residents seeking a dynamic mixed-use environment. By embracing in a meaningful way the principals of
diversity and inclusion that has been so effectively championed by the BRA, we believe Winthrop Square can be not only the most
exciting project in the City of Boston, it can be the most inclusive as well.
Thank you for your consideration of our proposal, and we look forward to further discussions.
Sincerely,

Kirk Sykes
Co-Managing Partner, Accordia Partners, LLC

Richard Galvin
Co-Managing Partner, Accordia Partners, LLC
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Development
Summary
Accordia’s goal is to create an iconic tower that rises from the
urban fabric of historic Winthrop Square, where new throughblock connections to Federal Street and the Financial District
will contribute to bringing a new vitality to the urban realm.
The tower will host a public observatory function, and have
an elegant faceted shape that both respects its immediate
neighbors and calls out functionally and symbolically to the
neighborhoods of Boston.
This proposal for the redevelopment of the Winthrop Square
Garage encompasses a total development of approximately
770,000 square feet, including 385 parking spaces, 280 hotel
rooms, 2,600 square feet of retail space, 34,000 square feet
of civic and community space, 185 condominiums, and a
concerted program of public art. The proposed building is 725
feet in height, with 57 floors of occupied space.
Accordia Partners, LLC and its team members all have deep
and specific experience in permitting large projects in Boston,
including working with the Federal Aviation Administration
and coordinating closely with the Boston Redevelopment
Authority and its staff throughout the Article 80 Process.
The development approach for this project will maximize the
specific skill-sets and talents of each team member. Of utmost
importance to the team is ensuring a smooth process and open
communication with all stakeholders, including the various city
and state agencies, the local community, and Starwood Hotels.
The developer/capital partnership will be seamless, with each
partner focusing on the specific areas outlined below, but with
an equal voice in reaching key decisions. Our experience as
partners will ensure that all key decisions will be made with the
best interests and success of the overall project as the primary
objective.
As lead developer, Accordia Partners will work closely with
the development team to produce design and technical
documentation throughout all phases of the project. Accordia
will also provide ongoing direction to all team members to
ensure adherence to established parameters of scope, quality,
time-line and budget. Further, Accordia will continuously help
identify and resolve any design and constructibility issues
that may arise during the design stage to avoid potential
delay and added costs during the construction process. To
help provide clear and consistent communication throughout

the development process, Accordia will conduct milestone
meetings, and provide regularly scheduled progress updates to
all stakeholders. Once ground is broken, Accordia will provide
ongoing reviews of construction activities, as well as progress
reports, and analysis of proposed design and cost changes.
Accordia will monitor and manage contractor progress and
sequencing to achieve planned deadlines. Finally, as described
later in the proposal, Accordia will lead the overall effort on
diversity and inclusion at all levels.
Accordia and capital partner, Ares Management, have had an
eight-year relationship funding development projects within the
City of Boston. Ares will have an active role throughout every
phase of the development process, will be providing a majority
of the equity, and will take an active role in sourcing and
finalizing the debt agreements necessary to fully capitalize the
overall project. In addition, Ares and its principals will be actively
involved in the negotiations involving the various agreements
for the overall development, as well as the agreements with
Starwood Hotels.
Starwood is currently partnered with Accordia and Ares in the
development of the Aloft and Element hotels on D Street, and in
the past ten years Starwood has partnered with Ares to develop
multiple Sheraton and Aloft hotels in the United States. In
addition, Starwood operates four hotels consisting of over 3,000
rooms in the City of Boston, all in partnership with Boston’s
UNITE HERE! Local 26 Hospitality Workers Union. Starwood’s Le
Méridien brand, which caters to the curious and creative-minded
modern traveler, offers first class hotels in primary urban
markets, gateway cities, and resort destinations. Le Méridien
will creatively and thoughtfully juxtapose the old and the new in
a city bursting with history and innovation.
SHoP Architects, which developed studies for Accordia Partners
for the construction of the D Street Hotels, will lead the
architectural team in close collaboration with local experts Hacin
+ Associates. SHoP brings its unparalleled experience in creative
tall tower design to the Boston market, and we will rely on SHoP
and its principals to design an iconic tower that will dramatically
and positively impact the future of Boston’s skyline.

111 W57th Street, SHoP

Hacin + Associates bring their design expertise and familiarity
with the local approval process to the development team. They
will take the lead role in designing the project’s public realm,
focusing on the new urban connections that our proposal
introduces to the Financial District, including a public arcade
linking Winthrop Square, Federal Street, and the adjacent
property owners, and an expanded retail environment, including
new shops, restaurants and public lobbies.
Together, Hacin + Associates, SHoP Architects, and the
entire architectural and engineering team will work in close
consultation to develop innovative design solutions. By working
with experts such as sustainability consultant YR&G and
research institute Fraunhofer USA, Accordia and the A&E team
will push the boundaries of architecture in order to achieve the
highest levels of building performance. The A&E team is also
committed to leveraging the project’s scale to be as inclusive
and diverse as possible.

District Hall, H+A

In order to further develop our program, we have enlisted
the help of outside consultants that have an unparalleled
knowledge of the specific components of the Boston hotel and
residential real-estate market. Instrumental in the formation
of our condominium program will be Otis & Ahearn. Led by
Kevin Ahearn, Otis & Ahearn will help the development team
in forming floor plans and will be key in the marketing of the
residences. Similarly, Patrick Lyons and the Lyons Group will
take a lead role in the restaurant and retail components that
will activate historic Winthrop Square and, with the program of
public art, be a key driver of activity within the enclosed throughblock arcade.
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Our Team

We believe that we have a
responsibility as the team entrusted
with the transformation of this public
asset, that we must leverage this
opportunity to create a place that ALL
of the diverse residents and visitors of
Boston can “own”, and benefit from.

The project team we have assembled provides the unique combination of local
hotel development expertise, financial capability and experience, and leadership
and commitment to inclusion and diversity at all levels of the project. The team
and its members also have the important element of having worked together on
several projects in the past with specific experience with the Downtown Boston as
well as deep experience developing and financing complex projects within the City of
Boston as a whole. We believe these are important factors in designing, permitting,
financing, and ultimately building what we believe will be one of the finest mixed-use
projects in the City of Boston.

Project Contact:
Kirk A. Sykes
Managing Partner
Accordia Partners, LLC
451 D Street, Suite 100
Boston, MA 02210
Tel: (617) 686-1494
ksykes@accordiapartners.com
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“

This new tower is a symbol of
inclusion; in the financial success of our
City, the opportunity to invest in our City,
and the personal transformation that can
occur in our City. We will make this the
building that unifies Boston, and includes
all of its neighborhoods and residents in
its success.

“

— Accordia
Spring 2016

Lead Developer

Accordia
Lead Developer

Financing

Hotel

Ares
Financial Capital Partner

Starwood
Hotel Brand & Operator

Design Team

SHoP Architects
Project Architect, Design Lead

Hacin + Associates
Associate Design Architect

Consultant Team

Mikyoung Kim
Landscape Architecture

Thornton Tomasetti
Structural Engineering

WSP Engineering
MEP Engineering

Clark Construction
Construction Partners

Fraunhofer USA
Sustainability Consultant

Otis & Aheran
Condominium Consultant

The Lyons Group
Lyons Group
Retail Consultant

YR&G
Sustainability & LEED
Consultant

Mintz Levin
Legal Team
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Accordia
Lead Developer

The principals of Accordia Partners (MBE), Kirk Sykes and Dick
Galvin, have over 60 years combined development experience
in Boston and other markets, and also have specific local hotel
development experience to draw upon. Kirk, the developer and
one of the owners of Crosstown Center, successfully led the
development of the Hampton Inn & Suites, which has one of
the city’s highest levels of women and minority participation.
Kirk also provides leadership in the real estate community on
diversity and inclusion strategies and that experience will be at
the heart of our overall inclusion and diversity strategy, which
is anchored by Accordia Partners LLC, a newly formed MBE.
Dick Galvin and CV Properties have successfully developed
over 1.5 million square feet of commercial space in Boston
in the past seven years, including two Starwood branded
hotels currently under construction on D Street, the 330-room
Aloft and the 180-room Element. In recent years Dick also
developed One Channel Center, a 525,000 square foot buildto-suit office building for State Street Bank in Boston’s Fort
Point District, and the redevelopment of 50 Post Office Square,
a 650,000 square foot Art Deco office building that is only a
block away from Winthrop Square, which is now the home of
Brown Brothers Harriman.
Senior Professionals with Accordia, Tim Kirwin and Tom Niles,
also bring tremendous experience and knowledge to the
team. Tim was the sure guiding hand behind the openings of
the Hotel Commonwealth, the Cambridge Hyatt Regency, and
the Bostonian Hotel. He was also the general manager of the
Westin Hotel in Providence and opened the Intercontinental
Hotel in 2006. Meanwhile, in the past ten years Tom Niles
has led the construction of four hotels, including two mixeduse, hotel residential developments including the Westin
Providence Hotel and Residences and the Westin Alexandria
Jamieson Residences.

Kirk Sykes, Partner
Kirk Sykes, as President of Primary
Corporation, and Co-Managing
Partner of Accordia Partners, LLC,
combines his professional training
and hands-on experience in the
areas of development, design and
construction to create customized
responses to the complex issues of
urban real estate development. His combination of business
and community-based experience allow him to bridge the
competing concerns that sometimes block urban projects from
moving forward.
Crosstown Center

Richard Galvin, Partner
Dick Galvin is the President
and
Aloft
Founder of CV Properties, LLC and
Managing Partner of Accordia Partners,
LLC. Dick has a long standing track
record with community outreach
and has received numerous awards
for his achievements in real estate
development, including the Developer
of the Year Award for 2012 by the Commercial Brokers
Association of Boston, and he was also recently inducted,
along with CV Properties, into the Massachusetts Building
Congress Hall of Fame.

Ares

Aloft & Element D Street

Capital Partners
50 Post Office Square

Crosstown Center

One Channel Center
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Ares
Capital Partners
Ares Management is a publicly traded global alternative asset
manager with $80 billion of assets under management and
approximately 750 professionals. It currently has over $10
billion of real estate assets under management, and has
a long history of participating in the development of large,
complex urban projects, including the development of Time
Warner Center in New York, as well as several large mixed-use
projects in Boston, often in partnership with CV Properties.
Ares has made a deep commitment to Boston, deploying
over $200 million of equity into projects with asset value
over $600 million. Ares is an active capital partner, with
deep experience and understanding in how to work with its
development partners and manage complex undertakings and
financings. Ares has over a 9 year history with CV Properties.
This collective team experience is critical in getting through
complex negotiations successfully, with both local municipal
partners, as well as the hotel brand partner. Ares’ real estate
team is led by Lee Neibart and Andrew Holm.

Lee Neibart

Andrew Holm

Basis Investment
Group
Capital Partners

Also included in the ownership is Basis Investment Group,
the only minority and women owned commercial real estate
platforms in America, actively investing across the entire debt
and preferred equity stack. The firm was founded by Tammy
K. Jones in 2009 in partnership with JEMB Realty, combining
more than 60 years of debt and equity experience. Basis’
senior management team has invested together for over 15
years and has closed on more than $31 billion of investment
at Basis and prior firms. The company values diversity and has
an experienced team of CRE professionals, of which 75% are
women and/or minorities. Since inception in 2009, Basis has
closed nearly $1.9 billion across 194 CRE transactions in 41
states, including 44 hotels totaling $357 million. The company
has extensive experience in investing in and financing both
full service and limited service hotels throughout the United
States.

Tammy K. Jones

Starwood

Starwood

Hotel Brand & Operator

Hotel & Brand Operator
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. is one of the leading hotel companies in
the world with more than 1,200 hotels across nine distinct brands in 100 countries,
while employing more than 180,000 associates. Starwood is a pioneer in hotel
design and innovation and continues to redefine the hotel space by offering
lifestyle-focused venues, signature experiences, and leading-edge branded
products that drive unmatched loyalty and industry-leading RevPAR premiums.
Starwood has significant experience in Boston, with the Sheraton brand having
first opened its doors in the Back Bay in 1937. Starwood continues its presence
in the City to this day, operating the Sheraton Boston Hotel, The Westin Boston
Waterfront, The Westin Copley Place Boston Hotel, the W Boston, and the soonto-open Aloft Boston Seaport and Element Boston Seaport, as well as licensing
its Luxury Collection brand for The Liberty, A Luxury Collection Hotel, Boston. In
addition to Starwood’s world-class hotel operations, Starwood has also branded
select residential projects associated with its hotels around the world, including The
Residences at the W Boston, and provided condominium association management
services. The integration of a hotel and residential project and operation can be
complicated, but Starwood has over 50 such projects open and operating around
the world.

St. Regis San Francisco

Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. is one of the leading
hotel companies in the world with more than 1,200 hotels
across nine distinct brands in 100 countries, while employing
more than 180,000 associates. Starwood is a pioneer in hotel
design and innovation and continues to redefine the hotel space
by offering lifestyle-focused venues, signature experiences, and
leading-edge branded products that drive unmatched loyalty and
industry-leading RevPAR premiums.
Starwood has significant experience in Boston, with the
Sheraton brand having first opened its doors in the Back Bay
in 1937. Starwood continues its presence in the City to this
day, operating the Sheraton Boston Hotel, the Westin Boston
Waterfront, the Westin Copley Place Boston Hotel, the W Boston,
and the recently opened Aloft Boston Seaport and Element
Boston Seaport, as well as licensing its Luxury Collection brand
for the Liberty, A Luxury Collection Hotel, Boston. In addition
to Starwood’s world-class hotel operations, Starwood has
also branded select residential projects at the W Boston, and
provided condominium association management services. The
integration of a hotel and residential project and operation can
be complicated, but Starwood has over 50 such projects open
and operating around the world.

Le Méridien is a design-led, lifestyle-focused Upper Upscale hotel brand. Starwood
acquired Le Méridien in November 2005, and has since turned a collection of
disparate assets into a highly differentiated brand focused on the core values of
Chic, Cultured, and Discovery. Le Méridien’s style is meant to be Chic: sophisticated,
understated, and original. Its content is cultured, drawing on Le Méridien’s
European roots and with a passion for cuisine and art. To its guests, Le Méridien
provides moments of Discovery; new perspectives on every day interactions.

Le Meridien is a design-led, lifestyle-focused upscale hotel 115 Winthrop Square | 11
brand. Starwood acquired Le Meridien in November 2005,
and has since turned a collection of disparate assets into a
highly differentiated brand focused on the core values of being
chic, cultured, and encouraging diversity. Le Meridien’s style
is meant to be chic: sophisticated, understated, and original.
Its content is cultured, drawing on Le Meridien’s European
roots and with a passion for cuisine and art. To its guests, Le
Meridien provides moments of discovery; new perspectives on
everyday interactions.
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SHoP
Project Architect and Design Lead

Since 1996, SHoP has modeled a new way forward with
our unconventional approach to design. At the heart of
the firm’s method is a willingness to question accepted
patterns of practice, coupled with the courage to expand,
where necessary, beyond the architect’s traditional roles.
This open-minded process allows us to effectively address
a broad range of issues in our designs: from novel
programmatic concepts, to next-generation fabrication
and delivery techniques, to beautifully crafted spaces
that precisely suit their functions. Years ago we set out to
prove that intelligent, evocative architecture can be made
in the real world, with real world constraints. We believe
our work presents a convincing argument that we are on
the right track.
Recent and current work includes the Barclays Center
in Brooklyn, 14,000,000 sf of development on the
East River Waterfront in Manhattan, 111 W57th Street
tower, 626 First Avenue, and Uber Headquarters in San
Francisco. We are also currently working in Boston on a
new residential building at Pier 4.
We are proud that our studio has been recognized
with awards such as Fast Company’s “Most Innovative
Architecture Firm in the World” in 2014, and the
Smithsonian/Cooper Hewitt’s “National Design Award
for Architecture” in 2009. But it is the praise that comes
from people and communities who use and love our work
that matters most to us.

William Sharples, Principal
Founding partner William Sharples
has been at the center of SHoP’s
collaborative practice for twenty years.
With experience in design, master
planning, and building technology,
he has served as partner on many of
the firm’s most prominent projects,
including the Barclays Center, SHoP’s
master plan for Manhattan’s East River Waterfront, 111 West
57th Street, the Botswana Innovation Hub, and a residential
project at Pier 4 in Boston. Beyond the studio, William has
earned a reputation as a thoughtful leader of his generation
of innovative architects and a powerful advocate for design
quality and community values in contemporary city-building.

Lisa Schwert, Associate Principal
Lisa is an Associate Principal at
SHoP with 13 years of experience in
architecture and city building. Lisa
has been with SHoP for nine years,
and has played an integral role in
many of the firm’s high-profile and
iconic projects in cities around the
United States. She is currently leading
the Domino Sugar Refinery Development in Brooklyn, which is
redefining New York’s waterfront skyline and providing high-rise
housing and amenities for the city. Lisa’s practice is informed
by her prior experience as an analyst for the Rock Creek Group
(formerly Carlyle Asset Management).

Andrea Vittadini, Project Director
Andrea is an experienced Project
Director playing an integral role in the
design, coordination, management,
and digital delivery of the Botswana
Innovation Hub, Google Headquarters,
Hunters Point South Residential
Development, 447 Collins Street in
Melbourne, and the residential project
at Pier 4 in Boston. In addition, he has also taught at New
York Institute of Technology and co-taught a course at Cornell
University with William Sharples.

111 W57th Street
Project Location: New York, New York
Client: JDS
Completion Date: Under Construction
Size: 316,000 sf
The Manhattan tower, reinvented. We have
an enormous respect for the quality of craft
and thinking behind New York City’s classic
skyscrapers. The best of them are a perfect
merging of optimistic expression and technical
invention. At 111 West 57th, SHoP is updating
that heritage. The tower’s form is derived
through an unconventional interpretation of
what is possible working with the requirements
of the Midtown zoning envelope, multiplying the
set-backs to present a feathered, rather than
a stepped, profile. We also pioneered a new way to exploit the possibilities of terra-cotta, one of the most flexible and beautiful
materials from the golden age of the Manhattan skyscraper. Each pilaster ascends to one of the stepped set-backs above, so the
tower appears to delaminate as it rises. Alternating between them are vertical bands of glazing trimmed with bronze.
The result is a new landmark: a monument to sensitive urbanism, the creative use of technology, and a specifically Manhattan
pride of place. Topping out at over 1,400 feet, when completed it will be among the tallest towers in the city. And the most slender
skyscraper in the world.

Barclays Center

Project Location: Brooklyn, New York
Client: Forest City Ratner Companies
Completion Date: 2012
Size: 675,000 sf
The Barclays Center is the home of the Brooklyn
Nets and the site of more than 200 planned
cultural and sporting events annually. The design
of the Barclays Center achieves a striking balance
between iconic form and performance. SHoP
designed a state-of-the-art athletic center that
included an 18,000 seat arena bowl, practice
courts, and team locker rooms while creating a
facility that re-envisions the arena typology by
connecting to the surrounding urban environment.
The goals of the project were to create a venue
that would be an economic and social catalyst for Brooklyn, while also blending into the neighborhood. SHoP designed the building
to have a “scaled intimacy”—legible as an icon at a distance, yet approachable, even tactile up close. The building relates at both the
human and neighborhood scales, using a high level of transparency at sidewalk level, reversing the inward-facing experience typical of
most arena architecture. In this way and others, Barclays was conceived as a fitting addition to its context, supporting at a new scale
the ideals of the traditional urban fabric of Brownstone Brooklyn.
25
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111 W57th Street

H+A
Associate Design Architect

Hacin + Associates is a multi-disciplinary 22-person
architecture and interior design firm dedicated to design
excellence and client service. H+A collaborates with clients to
create compelling design that resonates with meaning, clarity
of intent and a strong sense of place. Our team approaches
each design problem by examining and often reinterpreting the
physical and social context of a particular site and program to
find pragmatic yet unexpected solutions.
Established in Boston’s South End by David Hacin in 1993,
Hacin + Associates has built a broad portfolio of projects that
have received regional, national and international recognition.
H+A’s focus on projects in the public realm is seen in projects
both locally and abroad. Boston’s District Hall is the nation’s
first public innovation center of its kind, programmed and
designed as a public workspace, and a community connector,
both in function and in physicality. In addition to projects in
the public realm, H+A’s work has also included distinctive
single family homes, lofts and apartments, and the firm has
built hundreds of multi-family housing units in a wide variety
of settings and communities. Over the past twenty years, this
work has been catalytic in the realm of housing and urban
redevelopment, impacting the trajectory of entire communities.
H+A has won some of the profession’s highest awards for
preservation, housing, and design excellence, including
national AIA and HUD housing awards and the John M. Clancy
Award for socially responsible housing.
H+A collaborates with private clients, retailers, restaurateurs,
entrepreneurs, and innovative companies on a broad range
of commercial architecture and interiors. H+A’s clean and
modern trademark designs for internationally recognized
retail brands have had a global impact on contemporary
design trends in retailing. H+A’s award winning projects have
been regularly featured in print and online by national and
international publications, websites, and blogs. Please refer
to the enclosed list of awards and press. We encourage you to
visit www.hacin.com to learn more about H+A.

David Hacin FAIA, President
David is the founding Principal
and President of Hacin +
Associates. He is active in civic,
academic, and professional
organizations, and he has served
on numerous boards and juries
in Boston and across the country.
He has lectured and taught at
Northeastern University, and serves on the NU School
of Architecture Advisory Board. David is currently a
member of the Boston Civic Design Commission, the City
of Boston’s design review panel for significant projects
that impact the public realm. Recognized for his public
service and recipient of numerous design awards for the
firm’s work, David is a Fellow of the American Institute of
Architects.

Scott Thomson, Senior Associate
Scott joined H+A in 1997 and is a
senior associate. He has led many
of the firms notable urban design
and multi-family residential
projects including FP3 and
160 East Berkeley Street and
has developed an expertise in
the adaptive reuse of historic
structures. Scott was recently project architect for
Boston’s District Hall which has received national
recognition for its role in fostering an emerging identity
for the city’s Innovation District.

FP3
Project Location: Boston, Massachusetts
Project Type: Adaptive Reuse | Mixed-Use
Client: Berkeley Investments
Completion Date: 2008
Size: 140,000 SF
Located on Congress Street in the Fort Point
Historic District of Boston’s emerging waterfront,
this 140,000 SF project encompasses the
adaptive reuse of two historic structures, the
construction of a new building on an adjacent
lot, and a three-story rooftop addition above
all three structures. The program includes 99
condominium units [with 8 affordable units,
including 3 artist live/work studios], two levels
of restaurant/retail and a lobby/art gallery. The
design explores the relationship between the existing historical patterns and materiality of the area’s architecture and issues of
contemporary development, including adaptive reuse, sustainability, and technical upgrades, such as seismic reinforcement. The
principal design goal was to celebrate the modern transformation of these two buildings while respecting the district’s historical
integrity. H+A interior design work at FP3 included a model unit, marketing and sales center, and the 2009 Concept Home for
Boston Magazine.

District Hall
Project Location: Boston, Massachusetts
Project Type: Public Innovation Center
Client: Boston Global Investors and the City of Boston
Completion Date: October 2013
Size: 12,000 SF
District Hall, Boston’s public innovation center, is
the first building completed at Seaport Square,
Boston Global Investors’ 23-acre waterfront
development. Located in the heart of Seaport
Square, it is also the first freestanding citysponsored innovation center of its kind in the
country, serving as an anchor for the emerging
Innovation District. This 12,000 SF facility provides
a place for promising companies and executives to
meet, exchange ideas and host business and social
events. The building includes an H+A designed restaurant and café [Gather and Brew], a flexible assembly space with a capacity
of 250 seats, a gathering space with lounge seating and worktables, and a series of flexible pods, to support a variety of uses
including meetings, classes, and exhibitions. District Hall is the result of a partnership between the City of Boston, Boston Global
Investors, and the Cambridge Innovation Center, the organization that operates the facility.
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District Hall

Mikyoung Kim Design
Landscape Architect, (WBE)

Mikyoung Kim Design (MYKD) is a full service Landscape
Architecture and Urban Design firm located in Boston,
Massachusetts. Since the firm’s inception in 1994, MYKD
has crafted an exceptional body of work and developed a
reputation for ecologically sensitive designs that serve as a
powerful tool to heal and enliven the public realm. Project
types range from master plans and healing gardens to urban
plazas and streetscapes. The body of work in the Boston area
includes numerous public, institutional and residential green
spaces.
As a landscape architect and artist, Mikyoung and her team
have developed a deep understanding of the integration of
art into the landscape. MYKD’s broad range of experience
includes significant work with the urban landscape in Boston,
as well as national public art experience, both with designing
and implementing landscape integrated works of artwork,
as well as, helping communities develop phased art master
plans.
Over the last two decades, MYKD has designed innovative and
active public gathering spaces for communities throughout
the world. These landscapes are diverse in their nature, from
urban environments to pastoral campuses. This variety has
given MYKD the opportunity to pursue alternative design
solutions which activate the urban context through sustainable
solutions, while creating durable and flexible long term
landscape. Our team has created numerous award winning
urban plaza designs that integrate artistic vision with the
challenges that the city environment presents.

Mikyoung Kim is an award winning
international landscape architect
whose work brings color and vibrancy
to environments for healing in the
city. For the last twenty years,
Mikyoung has crafted an exceptional
body of work, spanning a wide
range of landscape typologies in
the U.S., Asia and the Middle East.
As design director, Mikyoung has brought her background
in sculpture and music, as well as her design vision as a
landscape architect, to the firm’s diverse work. Prior to
studying landscape architecture at Harvard’s Graduate School
of Design, Mikyoung received her Bachelor of Arts from Oberlin
College and Conservatory, majoring in sculpture and art
history, where she also trained as a concert pianist. Drawing
from this diverse background, Mikyoung has developed a
vibrant design aesthetic that blurs the boundaries between art,
landscape, and performance within the urban realm.

Bryan Chou, Senior Associate
Bryan Chou is a landscape architect
and urban planner who is experienced
in all aspects of project management.
He is integral to design development,
maintaining project schedule
requirements, coordinating with the
design team and client groups, and
overseeing site construction within the
firm. Bryan received a Masters in Landscape Architecture from
the Rhode Island School of Design and a BA in community and
environmental planning from the University of Washington.

888 Boylston Street Plaza,
Prudential Tower
Project Title: 888 Boylston St., Prudential Plaza
Project Location: Boston, Massachusetts
Project Type: Urban Plaza		
Client: Boston Properties
Architect: FX Fowle Architects
Completion Date: March 2016
Size: 22,000 sq ft
Located in the Back Bay of Boston between
the Mandarin Oriental Hotel and the Hynes
Convention Center, this urban plaza serves as the
front door for the Prudential retail and office tower
at 888 Boylston. Lighting and custom paving
celebrate the entrance to the new Prudential
Tower, while a series of granite planters define the
gathering spaces within this urban center. Flexible programming defines the central space, allowing for all season use of this city
center. The light columns are controlled by the wind sensors, changing color as the wind intensity increases, turning the plaza into
a living wind diagram.

Exhale Plaza: 140 West
Project Title: Downtown Plaza at 140 West – Exhale
Project Location: Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Project Type: Public Plaza, Sculpture Installation
Materials: Stainless steel, Colored concrete, Fog
Commissioning Entity: RAM Development, Town
		
of Chapel Hill
Completion Date: 2013
Located in the heart of downtown Chapel Hill, the
140 West Urban Plaza is the first development
project in a larger town masterplan initiative
to invigorate this college town with greater
pedestrian oriented landscapes. Framed by
a mixed used development that creates a
commercial link between north Rosemary Street
and the downtown restaurant district, this central
gathering space offers a much needed public form for play and a microclimate of cooling mist during the heat of summer. The
design celebrates the dispersion and evaporation of water, expressing the hydrological cycles of the environment, encouraging
multi-generational engagement. At night, the plaza becomes a dynamic space with a choreography of color and hydrology that
infuses the plaza. Through this restorative project, the design team developed an inventive design that expresses the hydrological
cycles within this urban plaza.
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Levinson Plaza

Thornton
Tomasetti
Structural Engineering

WSP
Engineering
MEP Engineering

Thornton Tomasetti provides engineering design
services to clients worldwide on projects of all sizes and
complexity. Seven integrated practices afford the firm
unparalleled ability to help clients plan, design, build
and maintain structures of every kind, yielding benefits
greater than the sum of their parts. Services include
structural engineering, façade engineering, sustainability,
construction engineering, renewal, forensics, and
property loss and consulting. Founded in 1956, Thornton
Tomasetti is a 850-person organization of professionals
collaborating from offices established throughout the
United States and in Asia, Europe, Latin America, and the
Middle East.

The WSP Buildings team has over ﬁve decades of
engineering experience with respect to services
covering mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and
structural services. Our ﬁrm has been designing mixeduse facilities inclusive of residential and hospitality
buildings with a keen knowledge on local codes
and sustainable design that comprises many of our
most notable projects. We strive to keep our client’s
mission and vision for their facility in mind by bringing
together the collective wisdom of our team and proven
experience in the design of similar facilities.

YR&G

Lyons Group

Sustainability
YR&G provides technical and strategic sustainability
consulting services to organizations, buildings, and
communities throughout the United States and
internationally. Through a combination of modeling,
analysis, benchmarking, research, creative visioning,
alignment, and education, YR&G facilitates an integrated
process and enable results through informed decisions.
YR&G takes a multidisciplinary approach, linking a
core team of professionals – architects and engineers,
teachers and business strategists, biologists and building
scientists – to provide a broad and technically rigorous
approach with a focused lens of sustainability.

Retail
Patrick Lyons has been active in Boston’s retail and
restaurant market since the early 1980s when he
transformed Lansdowne Street into the vibrant place it
is today. Mr. Lyons has created many Boston institutions
including: Lansdowne Street, House of Blues, Boylston
Alley, Sonsie, Scampo, Alibi and many more. These
restaurants are an integral part of the neighborhoods
in which they live. Over the past 30 years Patrick Lyons
has consistently been ahead of the curve, and his
success is a testament to his feel for the Boston retail
market. Patrick will be instrumental in programming our
unique retail environment and our one-of-a-kind terraced
amenities. We will actively pursue diverse owners and
operators in the leasing of the retail, food and beverage
concepts and opportunities.

Clark
Construction
Construction Partners

Fraunhofer
USA
Sustainability

Clark Construction Group, the 15th largest contractor
in the United States, will be our construction
partner for the project. Clark joins the team due
to their extraordinary reputation for successful
project completion in urban locations as well as
their unrivaled history of exceeding project goals for
diversity and inclusion of M/WBEs and women and
minority labor hiring practices. Having achieved and
exceeded diversity and inclusion goals of greater
than 50% on projects larger than $500 million, we
are excited about how Clark will lead the construction
industry in Boston to greater success in diversity and
inclusion. Clark’s team in Boston will be led by Matt
O’Malley and Wesley Stith.

To further promote our approach to sustainability, we
have also enlisted the services of Fraunhofer USA, a
non-profit organization that has been incorporated in
the United States since 1994. Fraunhofer USA is a
subsidiary of Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, a world-leading
applied R&D organization which has 66 institutes and
independent research units throughout Germany. The
majority of the 24,000 staff are qualified scientists and
engineers. On this project we envision Fraunhofer’s
applied science expertise to help drive our initiative for
sustainable building. Recently, Accordia partner, CV
Properties, developed Fraunhofer’s Boston headquarters
at 5 Channel Center Street, and the building itself acts as
a living lab for sustainability research.

Otis & Ahearn

Mintz Levin

Construction Partners
Led by Kevin Ahearn, Otis & Ahearn was incorporated
in 1983 and since then has consistently achieved the
highest market shares of the residential brokerage
market in Boston. Based on in-house research and
analysis, Otis & Ahearn produces industry leading market
reports. As a result, the firm holds an unparalleled
position in residential consulting and marketing in the
City of Boston. As part of our Winthrop Square proposal,
Kevin is instrumental in dictating unit mix, finishes, price
points, and amenities.

Legal Team
Mintz Levin, and partner Rebecca Lee, will serve as
the project’s legal representation. Rebecca has years
of experience practicing law focused on development,
permitting, and land use, principally in the Boston
area. Prior to joining Mintz Levin, Rebecca was Chief
of Staff at the Boston Redevelopment Authority where
she was responsible for policy development, overseeing
development reviews, negotiating acquisitions and
dispositions, and representing the agency in financing
transactions.
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Development
Program
The underlying rationale for the development program is to
maximize the value and utilization of the Winthrop Square
Garage site on behalf of the City of Boston, while adhering to four
underlying objectives:
1. An iconic building design that will become an enduring
symbol on the Boston skyline;
2. A strategy of inclusion and equity that makes this project
accessible to all citizens of the City of Boston, in all
aspects;
3. An urban design plan that is both respectful to its
neighbors, and succeeds in creating a “great place” and
destination in the City of Boston;
4. An economic plan that makes the project financially viable
and buildable.
We believe our program, with its mix of retail, hotel, condominium,
and a wide range of civic and public spaces, at multiple levels
within the building, meets these objectives.

Program

Gross Floor Area

Net Floor Area

Public Concourse

15,512 gsf

14,855 nsf

0

Ground Floor /
Street Level

Observatory Deck

7,208 gsf

5,391 nsf

0

56th Floor

Observatory Restaurant

5,432 gsf

3,615 nsf

0

57th Floor

Residential

345,054 gsf

247,889 nsf

188

188 Residential units

Hotel

312,304 gsf

200,527 nsf

197

280 Hotel rooms

11,212 gsf

10,201 nsf

0

175 Seats

Restaurant

5,300 gsf

4,330 nsf

0

Winthrop Square
Street Level

Retail

2,638 gsf

2,155 nsf

0

Ground Floor /
Street Level

63,940 gsf

55,229 nsf

768,600 gsf

544,192 nsf

Black Box Theater

Parking Garage

Total

Parking Spaces

NA

Notes

Valet Only, Mechanical
Parking Below Grade
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Economic
Development
Strategy
The redevelopment of the Winthrop Square Garage
site provides a further catalyst to the repositioning of
the Downtown/Financial District of Boston to a thriving
neighborhood that enjoys a wide range of uses. Our
project furthers that objective by injecting residential,
hotel, and retail uses, as well as substantial civic
and public uses. The transformation of the Financial
District from a predominantly single use, eight-hour
day neighborhood, to a twenty-four hour live/work/
play environment further strengthens the entire City
of Boston by providing more utilization of space and
resources, and more diverse jobs and opportunities.
Diversity and inclusion is the cornerstone of our
economic development strategy. This iconic building
will be a vehicle for inclusion in the economic
success of our city that the financial district
represents —and the inclusion of all of Boston’s
residents in that success.
Due to the density of office users in the immediate
downtown area, the site constraints that limit footprint
sizes, and the risks associated with financing a
speculative office building, we chose to focus our efforts
on a residential and hospitality program, with exciting
retail options, and abundant civic spaces.
We have provided underlying studies and projections,
which support the proposed uses, including market
studies on the residential market by Otis and Ahearn,
and operating projections from Starwood Hotels for a Le
Meridien Hotel.
Although the actual retail square footage is limited, our
use and rent projections are based on recommendations
from the NGKF Retail Team, and our own experience in
leasing restaurant and retail space throughout the city.
The building’s design, layout, and scale, ensures that
over a long period of time, there will always be viable
hospitality and residential use that can adapt and
change as markets change.

Diversity & Inclusion
We estimate that through the construction process, we
will create up to 1,600 jobs, based on an estimate we
received from Clark Construction using standard industry
practices of 6 jobs per $1,000,000 of construction.
We estimate that 375 permanent jobs will be created,
using standard industry norms for the hospitality and
restaurant industries, based on room counts and square
footage metrics.
In addition to these uses and jobs, property management,
concierge, and parking management will be expected to
create 15-20 full time jobs, based on the overall square
footage, services, and car counts.
Although we are excited about the construction and
permanent jobs this project will create, we are particularly
focused on how we can use this project as a platform for
providing training, education, and ultimately new jobs,
and career opportunities for all residents of Boston.
As mentioned earlier in our proposal, first and foremost
in our strategy for economic development is a focus
on diversity and inclusion of M/WBEs and individual
women and minorities that have often been underrepresented in Boston’s economic success. Beyond
the diversity within our development and ownership
team structures, Accordia will have a special focus
on ensuring that hiring practices and awards of
subcontracts by our project team will adhere to our
significant standards of participation and inclusion.
We believe that our development program for Winthrop
Square will lead to a financially successful endeavor.
However, our most important economic impact will be
the long term sustainable impacts on minority hiring,
M/WBE participation, and the scaling of small, local M/
WBE to ensure future success.

In partnership with Clark Construction, we have a
goal of 30% M/WBE utilization. Clark Construction
has had past successes on large-scale public and
private projects throughout the United States, and
these projects demonstrate their team’s commitment
to maximizing participation of minorities, women, and
local Boston residents on the project. Based on the
typical metric for construction job creation that denotes
that 6 jobs are created per $1 million of trade costs,
we are estimating roughly 1,800 construction jobs
during the length of this project, and many of these
jobs will local Boston residents, people of color, and
women. This commitment to the project’s Construction
diversity and inclusion program will extend well beyond
the completion of this project and is directed toward
long-term employment, capacity building, and personal
development of all M/WBE firms involved on the project.
In May of 2014, Clark Construction began developing
a comprehensive diversity and inclusion plan for
construction projects in the Boston area. The Clark
Construction team has held meetings and work sessions
with State Legislators, Boston City Council Members,
representatives from the Mayor’s administration,
local union leaders, state regulatory agencies, and
leaders from the Minority and Women owned business
communities.
Through these discussions and meetings, Clark
Construction has gained a greater understanding of
the issues facing the community at large, and the goals
set forth by public officials to enhance the capabilities
and capacity of the M/WBE business community. Clark
Construction has used this information to craft the
following Diversity and Inclusion Plan for the Summer
Street development project. The plan revolves around
three key principles:
1.

Promote

•

Maximize M/WBE participation at all levels of
subcontracting, through committed partners, firsttier subcontracting, second tier subcontracting and
mentor-protégé relationships.

•

Utilize proven outreach programs to provide
maximum exposure and opportunities.

2.

Educate

•

Provide continuous development, training, and
mentoring of local small businesses and emerging
firms through Clark Construction management
personnel solely dedicated to these efforts.

•

Current and Future educational opportunities
through Clark Construction Strategic Partnership
Program.

3.

Support

•

Eliminate barriers to participation, such as
assistance with bonding and insurance and access
to working capital

•

Ensure prime contractors honor the scope and
value of subcontracts with M/WBE firms.

•

Ensure M/WBE firms are paid in a prompt and fair
manner.

•

Monitor compliance, administration, and reporting
throughout the project

Through these principals, the Clark team has already
begun to establish commitments from M/WBEs in order
to exceed participation goals set forth by the City of
Boston. As part of our response to this RFP, Clark will
present our participation commitments based on three
thresholds: M/WBE Partners Already Committed to our
team and A Committed Goal for Overall Participation.
1.

M/WBE Partners Committed to Our Team

At the time of this proposal, Clark Construction has
15 Confirmed M/WBE Partners that have agreed to
participate on our team. These firms total approximately
12.3% of the overall construction contract value, already
surpassing the stated goal of 10.4%. The firms listed
are confirmed members of the construction team. Many
of these team members are graduates of our Inaugural
Strategic Partnership Program in March 2015.
2.

Achieving our Committed Goal of 30% Overall
Participation

Clark’s position in both the local and national
marketplace has allowed their team to develop an
extensive database of hundreds of local and national
M/WBE firms. Additionally, Clark Construction has
worked with the Massachusetts Supplier Diversity
Office, and will continue to compare databases and
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ensure that they are capturing all of the certified M/
WBE firms the marketplace.
Further, Clark has begun to expand their role and
relationship with Massachusetts Minority Contractors
Association (MMCA). Wes Stith has met with the director
of the MMCA, Beverly Johnson as recently as March
of 2016. Through this and other meetings, Clark is
working to understand the needs and challenges of the
MMCA’s member firms, and M/WBE firms in general,
and to ensure that opportunities are made available
to all qualified companies. Our outreach and inclusion
efforts will not be limited to any one organization; we have
engaged with several other trade organizations including
the Greater New England Supplier Diversity Council.
Our expanding database categorizes all companies
according to their trade(s), and by their approximate
annual revenue, so that the capabilities of each can be
evaluated when soliciting quotes. The trade listing also
helps Clark Construction in the development of their
subcontracting plans and goals and the creation of
appropriate bid packages.
Clark Construction continues to focus on the
development of new M/WBE relationships they
have established at their outreach events through
regular communication with small, local, and minority
businesses. Through ongoing meetings, phone
dialogue, emails, and project website updates and
communications, Clark Construction is ensuring that
subcontractors are ready to meet the challenges of this
project. To further expand our outreach events, we have
hosted multiple “Business Opportunity Conferences.”
Clark Construction in partnership with Accordia Partners,
hosted the first Business Opportunity Conference Event
on February 12, 2015 at District Hall in South Boston.
This event was well attended by individuals representing
M/WBE firms as well as multiple prime subcontractors
from the local market.
The team recently hosted a second Business
Opportunity Conference Event on April 13, 2016 at the
Aloft Hotel on D Street in South Boston. Again, this
event was well attended by individuals representing M/
WBE firms as well as multiple prime subcontractors from
the local market, and has helped Clark and Accordia
expand our potential pool of MBE and WBE firms.

Building upon the relationships fostered at these
events, and staying true to our principals of promoting,
educating and supporting M/WBEs, Clark approaches
contract awards to M/WBEs in two ways: First-Tier
M/WBE Subcontracting Through Bid Packaging and
Second-Tier M/WBE Subcontracting.
1.

First-Tier M/WBE Subcontracting Through Bid
Packaging

To support the participation of local, small, and
minority business, Clark Construction will analyze the
design documents and determine a strategy to develop
smaller bid packages for maximum minority business
involvement. This will allow more work to be performed
by an increased number of local, minority businesses,
furthering the experience and knowledge base of these
businesses.
In developing the M/WBE Subcontractor Work
Plan, Clark Construction will create manageablysized bid packages and scopes of work targeted
specifically for first-tier M/WBE subcontracting with
Clark Construction. Many of these bid packages will
be valued at $2 million or less, which will be more
attractive to and manageable for small businesses and
emerging firms participating on the project.
In trades or areas of the project where we can find
sufficient market capacity among M/WBE firms, Clark
Construction will create set-aside packages for these
scopes. Furthermore, in such cases, Clark will work
closely with Eastern Bank in order to provide bonding
support and capacity for small businesses working on the
project. Eastern Bank has a long history of supporting
small businesses and the Accordia Development Team
will leverage Eastern Bank’s expertise in order to help
grow and scale these small businesses.
2.

Second-Tier M/WBE Subcontracting

For any first-tier subcontract awarded to a non M/
WBE subcontractor, the first-tier subcontractor will be
required to submit an M/WBE Subcontracting Plan
that meets or exceeds the goal contained in the overall
project Construction Diversity Plan. Clark Construction
will review the M/WBE Subcontracting Plan prepared
by any first-tier subcontractor(s) for compliance with the
agreed to M/WBE participation scope and will actively
monitor the performance of the first-tier subcontractor(s)
in achieving their goal throughout the project.

Confirmed Partner
A+ Welding
Anvil Steel
Frontline
General Air
JAJ Tile
K-9 Mercantile
Protection L.A.L.
Masonry Marcelino
Samiotes
Senices Enterprises
Tavares
The Edwards Group Titan
Roofing
TJ McCartney

Responsibility
Misc. Metals
Misc. Metals
Final Cleaning
HVAC
Stone and Tile
Site Security
Masonry
Site Concrete
Layout and Survey
Painting
Carpentry, Doors, Div 10
Trucking
Roofing
Drywall

In addition, every subcontractor or supplier on the project,
regardless of M/WBE status or the dollar value of their
subcontract, will be required to identify all planned
subcontracting opportunities at all tiers within their scope
of work. Prior to award, each subcontractor will meet with
Clark Construction to discuss their plan to subcontract
with M/WBE businesses. M/WBE subcontracting will be
maximized at all tiers to provide the greatest opportunity
for M/WBE’s to participate on, contribute to, and benefit
from the Summer Street Hotel project.
In order to exceed our stated goal of participation on
this project, Clark Construction will utilize mentorprotégé relationships to facilitate the development and
growth of their subcontractor base. To ensure that we
maximize opportunities for M/WBEs to participate in
as many areas of work as possible, Clark Construction
will facilitate mentoring partnerships between potential
small businesses and the major trade subcontractors.
In this arrangement, the larger business trains the M/
WBE to grow its business and compete successfully for
larger contracts in the future. For example, one of our
areas of focus will be to increase the overall level of
M/WBE participation in the mechanical, electrical and
plumbing trades than has historically been experienced
in the Boston area. Clark Construction will provide
background information on M/WBEs to potential firsttier subcontractors to encourage M/WBE business
utilization and to determine mentoring or partnership
opportunities.

MBE/WBE
MBE
MBE
WBE
MBE
WBE
MBE
MBE
MBE
WBE
MBE
MBE
MBE
MBE
WBE

% of Contract
0.26%
0.23%
0.17%
0.23%
0.46%
0.03%
0.06%
0.13%
0.03%
1.20%
2.97%
0.09%
0.69%
5.52%

Overall

12.07%

MBE

5.89%

WBE

6.18%

Goal of

30%

Clark Construction has created a specific contract
format called a Tiered Agreement that pairs a
large business with an M/WBE in a mentor-protégé
arrangement. Clark Construction authors and helps
prepare the contractual agreement, and monitors the
contract through the execution of the work.
One illustration of how Clark fosters and creates mentorprotégé relationships is through its Strategic Partnership
Program. In October 2014, Clark Construction launched
the inaugural session of the Strategic Partnership
Program in Boston. In May of 2015, 25 M/WBE firms
from the greater Boston area graduated from this
industry-leading program designed to build the capacity
and capabilities of the M/WBE construction community.
The participating firms are learning about how to grow
and manage their business from industry and academic
experts in the fields of construction, insurance,
accounting and others.
The success of the Strategic Partnership Program is
evidenced in the relationships that have evolved from
it and the impact it has had on the M/WBE community
in several markets around the country. Since its 2006
debut, 340 small business owners and executives have
completed the Strategic Partnership Program.
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The graduates’ companies have been awarded 498
contracts on Clark projects, totaling $664 million. Many
graduates have also established valuable mentorprotégé relationships with larger subcontracting firms.
Through these various programs Clark will follow
its strategic principals of promoting, educating,
and supporting M/WBEs in order to maximize the
participation levels on this individual project, and to
meet the overall Accordia development team goals
of implementing strategies that will have long term
sustainable impacts for individual women and minorities
as well as M/WBEs.

Community Benefits
Beyond actual hiring practices and awarding
subcontracts for the Winthrop Square Project, the
Accordia development team hopes to use the size and
scale of the Winthrop Square Project to deliver a wide
range of community benefits. These benefits range
from creative deployment of both housing and jobs
linkage dollars, as well introduction or expansion of
new programs meant to deliver a range of educational
and training programs to high school and college
students throughout Boston, as well as those from our
neighborhoods seeking access and training in both the
hospitality and construction trades. In keeping with the
overall theme of our diversity and inclusion program,
the primary effects of these programs is education, job
training, and ultimately job creation, all key components
in advancing economic opportunities throughout Boston.
YouthBuild
The project team, including development team
principals, has and will continue to support YouthBuild
Boston. YouthBuild provides low-income young people
ages 16 to 24 work full-time for 6 to 24 months toward
their GEDs or high school diplomas while learning job
skills by building affordable housing for homeless and
low-income people in their communities. Emphasis is
placed on leadership development, community service,
and the creation of a positive mini-community of adults
and youth committed to each other’s success. Students
may earn AmeriCorps education awards through their
homebuilding and other community service. At exit, they
are placed in college, jobs, or both.

Housing Linkage and Affordable Housing
The size and scale of this project creates significant
housing linkage dollar obligations, as mandated for
large commercial projects in Boston and by the new
regulations for creating affordable housing. The overall
amount for the Winthrop Square development is
$20,725,504. Under current regulations, developers
have the option to spread those payments to the
Inclusionary Development Policy Fund over several
years, beginning when a building permit for the project is
received. That would mean the initial payment would not
occur until sometime in 2017, and could be spread out
until 2021.
We propose that not only would we accelerate the
payments into a single payment, we would also be
willing to make that payment within 90 days of receipt
of a building permit. This would advance receipt of
the entire net present value of those funds in 2017,
thereby structuring the production of affordable
housing.
In an effort to further connect our tower to the
neighborhoods, we have identified neighborhood
housing sites that can be connected to the tower
through IDP payments. Because our development
program includes luxury condominiums, which forces
a premium on the per unit contribution to the IDP
Fund, Accordia will also pursue an alternative off-site
affordable housing solution. We are currently exploring
both sites and local non-profit development entities
where we could jointly deploy our funds and recourses
towards the creation of both affordable and workforce
housing in locations outside of the mandated half-mile
radius of the project. We believe this approach may
allow us to deliver a higher density affordable housing
solution with similar construction and finish quality to
our proposed development at Winthrop Square, which
will produce more high quality affordable units in our
city. Given this strategy and the scale of the linkage
dollars referenced above, we believe dozens of units
associated with this program could be created, and
created quickly, while at the same time providing
opportunity for local community based developers, as
well as more opportunities for the M/WBEs we are trying
to nurture and support for the bigger project.

Confirmed

Goal
12%

Tier 1: Confirmed Partners

Tier 2: Overall Goal

$44,000,000 Subcontracts, 12.3% Overall MBE/WBE

$108,000,000 Subcontracts, 30% Overall MBE/WBE

Confirmed Team Member

Implementation Strategy

A+ Welding
Anvil Steel
Frontline
General Air
JAJ Tile
K-9 Mercantile Protection
L.A.L. Masonry
Marcelino
Samiotes
Senices Enterprises
Tavares
The Edwards Group
Titan Roofing
TJ McCartney

MBE
MBE
WBE
MBE
WBE
MBE
MBE
MBE
WBE
MBE
MBE
MBE
MBE
WBE

CVP Career Academy:
A first-of-its-kind, 10-week program that provides 16
UMass Boston students first-hand experience in the
world of commercial real estate as full-time, paid ($14/
hr.) interns placed with 12 top firms. The students
gain broad industry exposure, develop workplace and
communications skills, and acquire experience through
meaningful projects. The diverse group of students work
with a variety of firms, many of which will be on our
development team for the Winthrop Square Project if
we are selected. The summer of 2016 will be the third
year running the program, and we hope to leverage the
size and scale of the Winthrop Square Project to extend
the program past its initial three-year duration. In the
first year of the program twelve of the 16 students
were Boston residents (Dorchester, Roxbury, South
Boston), with others from Lynn, Medford, Quincy, and
Revere. Selected from a pool of 51 applicants, all
of them maintained a 3.0 grade-point average while
demonstrating high achievement and self-motivation.
These statistics grew to even higher levels in the second
year of the program. The diverse group of students
worked with a variety of firms: BEST Corp., CB Richard
Ellis, CV Properties, Elkus Manfredi, Gilbane Inc., GS
Associates, Haley & Aldrich, JLL, McNamara/Salvia,
Inc., Nitsch Engineering, Sasaki Associates, Inc., and
Suffolk Construction. Accordia has scaled the already
successful CVP Academy, by engaging 5 additional
Boston development companies through NAIOP &
KAGE Growth Strategies.

30%

Lower Tier Subcontracting
First Tier Bid Packaging
Create Set-Aside Packages
Strategic Partnership Program
Tiered Agreements
Mentor-Protégé Relationships
National Minority Subcontractors

Jobs Linkage
The size and scale of this project will also create
significant jobs linkage dollars. The overall amount for
the Winthrop Square development is $1,000,000. The
Accordia Team proposes the immediate monetization
of these linkage dollars to help fund the following
programs:
Building Pathways
Building Pathways is a 6-week program designed to
prepare qualified applicants for an apprenticeship
in the building trades - the pathway to a rewarding
career in construction. Building Pathways is sponsored
by the Building and Construction Trades Council of
the Metropolitan District in partnership with Action
for Boston Community Development and the Boston
Housing Authority.
Best Hospitality Training/Mel King Pathways
Best Training is a non-profit that trains union hotel
workers in Boston, before they can qualify to be hired
by local hotels. The program hopes to target people of
color and provide pathways for more African-Americans
to enter the hotel workforce with full time jobs and
benefits. Based upon our past experience with the D
Street Hotels, the development team will work with local
26 in order to aim our jobs linkage money from the
project to support Best Training, and making sure that
they have the resources to provide this kind of training.
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Past Examples
To further illustrate our commitment to diversity and
inclusion, the following are a series of example projects
completed by participants of the development team that
exceeding participation goals and broke barriers.
Crosstown Center
Kirk Sykes developed the Hampton Inn & Suites at
Crosstown Center, located on a block of land fronting on
Massachusetts Avenue. A majority of the hotel’s owners,
including Kirk, are African American, making this the 27th
African-American-owned hotel in America, and the first
in Boston. The project was done in partnership with the
City of Boston’s Empowerment Zone and achieved some
of the city’s highest marks for diversity and inclusion,
including 39% M/WBE participation during construction.
For the last 10 years, The Hampton Inn at Crosstown
Center has been monitoring these statistics and regularly
reporting on diversity and inclusion to a community based
board of the Boston Empowerment Zone.
Boston State Hospital Site
Kirk Sykes was also President of the USA Fund, responsible
for the development, financing, and ownership of the
former Boston State Hospital site in Mattapan, which
is the largest developable parcel of land in the City of
Boston at 42 acres. This former state institution was
decommissioned, and an extensive community process
led to a required objective of economic development and
job creation. To date, this phased multi-year project has
yielded over $100 million of development and has one of
the City’s best records of minority and women hiring and
sub-contracting, at 59% for each.
D Street Hotels
The Aloft & Element Hotels on D Street are equally
telling of commitment to inclusion, as evidenced in
the programs that Dick and KAGE Growth Strategies
developed to benefit South Boston and the city as a
whole. Working together throughout the development
process, Dick and KAGE have helped set the bar for
inclusion for in all developments in the burgeoning
Seaport District in their execution of the D Street
Hotels. Beyond reaching 26% women and minority
participation in the project, a key element to CV
Properties winning the developer’s designation from
the Massachusetts Convention Center Authority was

their unique approach to creating long-term positive
change for inclusion in the real estate industry. In
partnership with KAGE, CV started the CVP Career
Academy internship program with UMASS Boston
students to introduce young women and students of
color to various highly respected firms in the area.
Nationals Park
Clark provided design-build services for the $442
million Nationals Park in Washington, D.C. A 1.1 million
GSF ballpark that serves as home to the Washington
Nationals, the project exceeded its minority and women
participation goal by reaching 51.87% on the project.
This goal was met, in part, due to the inaugural Clark
Strategic Partnership Program that had 25 companies
participate.
Walter E. Washington Convention Center
Clark served as Construction Manager at Risk for this
2.3 million square foot, $659 million project at the
confluence of Mt. Vernon Square, Downtown, and
Chinatown neighborhoods. The project surpassed its
participation goal of 35% by reaching a final total of
45% participation. The project also delivered over $250
million of subcontracts to minority and women owned
businesses, far exceeding the Washington Convention
Center Authority’s imposed goal of $171 million. Clark
met these goals by writing participation requirements
within first tier subcontracts, by encouraging joint
venture pairing between large prime subcontractors
and smaller M/WBE firms, and by implementing the first
commercial “step up” program, an apprenticeship and
job training program for local residents.
McCormick Place West Hall
Clark provided design-build services for this 2.6
million square foot, $883 million expansion of the
McCormick Convention Center in downtown Chicago.
The project exceed the 50% local participation goal,
reaching 87.6% Chicago resident participation. The
project exceeded its MBE participation goal, reaching
28.84%. The project also exceed its WBE participation
goal, reaching 6.43%. Clark reached these goals
by matching M/WBE protégés with mentor firms,
providing detailed business assessments and technical
assistance, and providing prompt payment and
mobilization funding to M/WBE firms.

Summary
Through the redevelopment of Winthrop Square the
Accordia Team would deliver an economic development
strategy that would both foster a financially viable
project as well as deliver a wide range of benefits
that last far beyond the length of the project. Our first
approach to this strategy would be to successfully
execute the project while exceeding stated goals for
participation by women and individuals of color and
M/WBEs. We would simultaneously focus on a broad
spectrum of community benefits and outreach programs
leveraged by the project, such as the CVP Academy, Best
Hospitality, and Jobs and Housing Linkage dollars to
foster long-term sustainable development for individuals
that are under-represented in the real estate and
construction industry. We believe that the examples of
past projects and the strategies that they incorporated
to reach their goals exhibit our project team’s ability to
execute projects that create positive change.
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Zoning
Discussion
The successful realization of the underlying goals for
the Winthrop Square Project are tied directly to our
ability to achieve a density and scale, specifically height,
that is not currently allowed under current zoning
regulations. We believe the best means to achieve
this is the creation of a Planned Development Area
(PDA) comprising the 47,738 square foot site. The
Development Plan for this PDA would set forth the
proposed uses at the Project, the Project design, the
location of loading and parking areas, the proposed
public realm improvements, the public benefits
associated with the Project, and other matters typically
found in such Development Plans. The size of the site
and the potential scale and uses of the Project comport
with the underlying rationale in the Boston Zoning Code
for the establishment of a PDA, and the public review
process around the PDA designation – as well as the
concurrent Article 80B Large Project Review process
-- will ensure a complete and open dialogue with the
BRA, other City and State permitting agencies, and
other stakeholders, about the Project, its impacts, and
potential mitigation. The PDA Plan would be designed
to address all provisions of the Boston Zoning Code
applicable to the site.

The Project would also be designed to comply with State
law relating to shadows on the Boston Common and the
Public Garden, and the Article 80B filings for the Project
would address such requirements.
Accordia Partners, LLC has extensive experience in
collaboratively designing and executing major projects
in the City of Boston, including numerous that have
been constructed in PDA’s (such as the Channel Center
project, the One Channel Center project, and the D
Street Hotels in South Boston). We will use as our
zoning counsel, Rebecca A. Lee, Esq. of Mintz, Levin,
Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C., who has over 20
years of permitting projects of varying sizes and use
programs in the City, including the formulation of PDA
Plans that serve both the subject developments and the
City’s public policy objectives well. The development
team’s depth of experience and collaborative approach
to project design/development will help ensure a
comprehensive permitting process, including the PDA
Development Plan, Boston Civic Design Commission
review and Article 80B Large Project Review.
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View from the Charles River
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Form rotated and scaled to
respond to surrounding context
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Views out of tower oriented
to vistas throughout the city

Public outdoor terraces
provided at setbacks
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BACK BAY

Conventional tower massing

Boston’s neighborhoods are reflected
in the Tower’s form and texture

A Building For All Of Boston
In response to the Boston Redevelopment Authority’s desire for an
iconic design for 115 Winthrop Square, one that will enhance the image
of the Financial District and evoke Boston’s heritage of boldness and
innovation, we propose an entirely new type of tower—one that takes
its inspiration and formal cues as much from the city as a whole as it
does from its particular site. The tower celebrates diversity by keying its
variable form to achieve unique silhouettes when seen from different
neighborhoods throughout Boston and adjacent cities, and it also
becomes a symbol of inclusion, by bringing together from its many facets
a single, inspiring form that will mark a new high point on the skyline.
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Congress St., Innovation District

Traveler Street, South Boston

Tower in Common Grid Street Layout

Tower in Boston’s ‘Cow Path’ Street Layout

Celebrating The Scale Of Our Streets
The tower is conceived as an exuberant celebration of Boston’s historic street pattern.
In addition to serving as an index of connections to Boston’s neighborhoods, its multifaceted, stacking form is also an elegant expression for a city that grew out of the
storied “cow paths” rather than the sterile, controlling grids common to other American
cities. In that sense, our design for 115 Winthrop Square is uniquely Boston—seeming
at once to cascade down into the streetscape and to carry those same human-scaled
geometries into the sky. Endeavoring to fit itself to the native patterns of Boston, rather
than imposing a foreign order, at the ground the design lends itself to becoming a natural
extension of existing pathways, connecting critical public open spaces throughout the
Financial District.

Irish Famine Memorial
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To Boston Commons

100 Federal

Winthrop Square

T To Downtown Crossing
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Public Realm Connectivity

Winthrop Square Entry
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Millennium tower top
100 Federal top

33 Arch top

100 Summer mechanical
100 Summer roof
101 Federal roof

75 Federal roof

133 Federal roof
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A Place To Explore
Inside and out, as it meets the ground, our design invites the public
to interact and explore. A series of planted public terraces comprise
an entirely new streetscape amenity for Downtown Boston, one that
reinforces the explorational feel of local streets, squares, and plaza, but
that also provide a new perspective for experiencing the city. The throughblock passage is conceived as a site for major installations of public art
in a variety of media—focusing perhaps on the work of contemporary
New England artists—and the Black Box theater accessed there meets a
profound local need while also introducing a destination that, in concert
with the program of the hotel located below the residential floors of
the tower, will help to consistently enliven the public spaces. Directly
connected to catering, meeting facilities, public transit and parking, the
theater becomes more robust and viable than a stand-alone facility,
assuring its heavy use and its ability to serve as a powerful attractor for
civic activity.
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Bird’s Eye View Towards the Common

Landscape of Inclusion
The landscape design will encourage a vibrant civic center that invites
pedestrians to enter into this exciting urban experience. It serves to
activate the pedestrian realm with innovative materials and sustainable
strategies, linking the green spaces in the project to other major interior
and outdoor civic spaces nearby, including Post Office Square and the
Rose Kennedy Greenway. “Green” programming related in scale to those
existing spaces spirals upwards along the building offering a wide range
of amenities, including an urban farm experience, a spa deck, outdoor
cafes, and a public park. The streetscape design along Devonshire and
Federal Court offers pedestrians a green urban experience. The sidewalk
planting incorporates sustainable storm water harvesting strategies.
A variety of textures and native plantings offer a pedestrian scaled
experience. At night, the upper plaza transforms into an exciting and
dynamic programmed experience. The main reflecting pool will emit mist
that is lit with LEDs, creating a kaleidoscope of colors, inviting people
into this cultural center. In-ground paving lights create a constellation of
patterns that emerge at night. The landscape is designed to wrap the
tower, creating a cohesive and dynamic experience of water, light, and
stone. Inside/outside relationships are highlighted, such as the Farm
to Table Restaurant with the Urban Farm Terrace. As a series of green
spaces, the landscape offers a diversity of experiences that create a
vibrant destination at multiple levels within the project.
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Putting The Public On Top
The building’s theme of inclusivity and celebration of Boston’s true
diversity are further developed by the provision of an Observatory.
Located on the 56th floor, a new and unimpeded 360-degree vantage
on the city and the harbor will be enhanced by interactive augmented
reality (AR) technologies that “project” interpretive materials into the
visitor’s field of view. Rather than focusing on the historical, as exhibits
at the Hancock Building’s observatory once did, in keeping with BRA’s
future-looking emphasis for this project, the stories told here, looking
out over the city’s neighborhoods, will focus on Boston today. This novel
public amenity will also include a restaurant on the 57th floor that opens
on to an open-air terrace—the last in the series of planted levels that
spiral around the building as it rises. Together, these welcoming and
publicly-accessible programs at the top of the building form a strong,
functional unit with the ground-level programming: working together to
communicate a sense of openness and civic ownership throughout.
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Winter Street, Downtown Crossing
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Diagram of Terra-cotta Panel Types

A Tactile Tradition
In searching for an appropriate expression for the new tower at 115 Winthrop
Square, we wanted to both ground its materiality in precedent and match the
BRA’s ambition to create an icon for 21st century Boston. Our solution is a
material that is prevalent locally, adding accent to Boston’s streets, but is not
overused or commonly reinterpreted. Serpentine terra-cotta is a wonderful,
durable material capable of enormous plastic expression. It’s deep green
color evokes nature, but bears as well a host of other associations that we
felt were beneficial to this project. A venerable building material in Boston
and elsewhere, terra-cotta lends itself to experimentation. We propose a
facade system comprised of a modulating series of block types that together
form fluid patterns that will imbue the building with a kinetic lyricism on the
skyline—close-up and, in keeping with the tower’s inclusive aims, from afar.
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View Looking Up

Sustainable
Development
Boston Climate Summary
Boston has what is considered a “Hot Summer
Continental” climate (Koppen group Dfa). The climate is
characterized by having four distinct seasons, including
mild autumn and spring, cold winters with mean
temperatures near or below freezing, and hot summers
with mean temperatures above 72 F in July and August.
Monthly solar radiation almost doubles seasonally, from
10 kWh/sf/month in December and January to 22 kWh/
sf/month in July. Natural ventilation is applicable 19%
of the year (1672 total hours) which will support passive
and active cooling strategies during shoulder months. As
with other humid climate types, the diurnal temperature
swing (difference between daytime and nighttime

Potential Strategies
• Optimize Glazing Orientation - Optimize the visible
light transmittance and solar heat gain on all facades
as well as up and down the façade to balance solar
heat gain and daylighting. This would result in 6-8
different glazing types.
• Natural Ventilation and Adaptive Comfort - There
is some potential for natural ventilation at the
podium levels. Design openings into the atrium to
take advantage of E to W prevailing winds summer.
This space will need to accommodate slightly
higher humidity ranges, up to 65 or 70% to take full
advantage of natural ventilation.

temperatures) is relatively small, with a 7-9 degree F.
Humidity levels and rainfall are very consistent with 60
to 70% humidity and 3.3 to 4.3 inches of rainfall every
month. As a result of its location on the Atlantic, Boston
experiences frequent storms and overall precipitation is
10% above the national average, but its coastal location
also shelters from the more extreme temperatures
experienced in inland Massachusetts. Winds typically
blow from the west towards the Atlantic from September
through March, and are reversed during warmer months.

• Optimize unit layouts for visual comfort and daylight.
• Practice responsible material use.
• Use building controls to manage energy loads.
• Develop a high-performance building envelope that
is optimized for daylighting with a Light to Solar Gain
(LSG) ratio of 2.2 or higher
• Design an air-tight building envelope that reduces
air infiltration by 50% compared to a typical office
building.
• LED lighting coupled with continuous daylight
dimming and LED lighting

• Maximize the function and quality of experience the
vegetated roofs can provide.

• Adaptive comfort range set points for all floors that
open to the outdoors

• Collect rainwater from roofs - Boston weather
provides optimal rainfall for collection and reuse for
irrigation and/or toilet flushing.

• Advanced Building Automation System that integrate
heat recovery, increased ventilation, peak electricity
load shifting, and renewable energy production

• Select fixtures & equipment for maximum efficiency.

Insulated glazed
terracotta cladding

Triple glazed
operable curtain wall

E

W

Planted green roof

Planted green
roof

Federal St.

Devonshire St.

Winthrop Sq.

Winter garden
Reflective water feature
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public arcade through 101 Federal Street to create a
new pattern of pedestrian movement through a more
permeable block, allowing for multi nodal connections
to the Boston Common via Downtown crossing, the
Rose Kennedy Greenway, Post Office square park as
well as the new 100 Fed Pavilion, improving access to
public transit through these connections.
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The proposal will enhance the public realm
by creating
multiple through-block pedestrian, bicycle and
vehicular connections between surrounding streets
and open spaces to create a more vital, permeable and
integrated public realm. The major public concourse
connects Winthrop Square and Federal Street, with
prominent public portals anchoring each side. The
public concourse makes internal links to the existing
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The proposal also introduces a new through block one-way
street connection between Federal Court and Devonshire
Street. This new street reduces vehicular traffic on
Devonshire Street, improves the flow of Milton Place and
Federal Court, keeps project loading and drop-off internal
to the site, and significantly improves the public realm by
creating a new public outdoor through-block connection for
pedestrians, bicycle and vehicles.
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together with our hotel
we will explore potential
partnerships with ride sharing services such as Uber
Pool to offer ride sharing discounts to hotel employees.
We see this as one way of encouraging reliable and
economical transportation strategies that can efficiently
move around hotel employees, especially to outlying
neighborhoods of Boston.

FEDERAL

Our parking program will revolve around accommodating
both the hotel guest and the condominium
owner.
MILK STREET
In order to maximize density and use within our
underground parking structure the parking will rely on
a valet service to fill many of the stalls. However, the
Accordia Team will focus on a number of sustainable
strategies that promote the use of both vehicle sharing
and ride sharing. Many of these strategies will target
our team’s fundamental goal: inclusion. For example,
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Environmental Remediation
We will build upon our extensive experience of
development within Boston and other urban areas in
the northeast to shape our approach to environmental
remediation at the Winthrop Square Garage site.
Accordia will begin to work with a geotechnical engineer
to conduct Environmental Site Assessments to first
understand the extent and possible solutions for the

existing contaminants on the site. Due to its long life as
an urban parking garage we fully anticipate some level
of contamination and we have prepared a development
budget and time-line that accommodates for the
necessary soil management and remediation strategies
required on an urban site such as Winthrop Square.

Infrastructure Provision
Due to the changes to the site, we expect that a sewer
extension permit will be required for the new connection.
The stormwater impacts are anticipated to be similar to
other previously approved projects. Based on our initial
investigations, the existing utility infrastructure systems
have adequate capacity for the new service connections.
Coordination meetings with the various utility companies
will be conducted as the design is finalized. All

South Street Landing

improvements and connections to the Boston Water and
Sewer Commission (BWSC) infrastructure will be reviewed
by the BWSC as part of its Site Plan Review Process. This
process includes a comprehensive design review of the
proposed service connections, assessment of system
demands and capacity, and establishment of water and
sewer service accounts.

Implementation Plan
Pre-Construction Phase
The schedule for pre-construction activities leading
to the commencement of construction work on site
will be a 14 month period, upon formal designation of
Developer for the project by the Boston Redevelopment
Authority. These activities include consultant team
assembly, design and engineering coordination,
regulatory and budget reviews; pursuit of necessary
permits and required approvals, public forums and
hearings, execution of agreements and placement of
construction financing.
Illustrated within our detailed development schedule,
the Accordia development team has identified hundreds
of specific actions, activities and milestones with
durations and predecessors derived from our extensive
experience in Massachusetts and in Boston. We
have mirrored the actual activities and achievements
most recently related to the pre-construction phase
for the MCCA D Street Hotels project, adjusted to the
appropriate scale and scope for the Summer Street
Hotel Project.

Construction Phase – Site and Podium
The construction phase for the Winthrop Square Project
will be 30 months from the Notice to Proceed (NTP) until
substantial completion and receipt of the Certificate of
Occupancy. Work will mobilize and commence in the
beginning of September 2017 with the relocation of
known site utilities and pre-excavation to prepare for
the lower-level pile installation. As the pile operation
progresses, pile caps and the south side of the site will
be backfilled commence upper-level pile work.
Concurrently with the work on the south side, pile caps
and structural slab on grade will start on the north
side of the site from which three cast-in-place concrete
cores will begin to be constructed. When the cores
have sufficiently progressed, erection of structural steel
for the podium will commence. Once the podium steel
and concrete deck has been placed, the structural
systems will begin for the tower. MEP rough-in will start
in the podium area after the spray fireproofing work is
complete.
As the tower construction begins, we will complete the
lower level parking garage, loading dock areas and
back-of-house spaces. Trees will be planted along
Federal Street on both sides of the passenger drop off
and pick up areas.
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Schedule
Winthrop Square Timeline
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LEED Platinum Scorecard
115 Winthrop Square
LEED CI 2009

LEED Manager: YR&G
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April 13, 2016

Certified: 40 to 49 points

Silver: 50 to 59

Gold: 60 to 79

Platinum: 80 - 110

CREDIT NAME

PTS

RESPONSIBLE

Sustainable Sites (SS)

P
1
5
0
6
2
3
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SSc1: Site Selection (D)

1

Owner

SSc2: Development Density & Community Connectivity (D)

5

YRG

SSc3: Brownfield Redevelopment (D)

1

Owner

SSc4.1: Alternative Transportation, Public Transportation Access (D)

6

YRG

SSc4.2: Alternative Transportation, Bicycle Storage & Changing Rooms (D)

2

Architect

SSc4.3: Alternative Transportation, Low Emitting and Fuel Efficient Vehicles (D)

3

SSc4.4: Alternative Transportation, Parking Capacity (D)

2

SSc5.1: Site Development, Protect or Restore Habitat (C)

1

Owner
Architect
Owner
Landscape

SSc5.2: Site Development, Maximize Open Space (D)

1

Landscape

SSc6.1: Stormwater Design - Quantity Control (D)

1

Civil

SSc6.2: Stormwater Design - Quality Control (D)

1

Civil

SSc7.1: Heat Island Effect - Non-roof (C)

1

Landscape

SSc7.2: Heat Island Effect - Roof (D)

1

Architect

SSc8: Light Pollution Reduction (D)

1

Lighting

1

0

0

0

SSc9: Tenant Design and Construction Guideline (D)

1

Owner

5

3

2

0

SSp1: Construction Activity Pollution Prevention (C)

P
2
0
3

2
0
1

0
2
0

0
0
0

26

2

3

6

Civil

Water Efficiency (WE)
WEp1: Water Use Reduction

Architect

WEc1: Water Efficient Landscaping

4

Landscape

WEc2: Innovative Wastewater Technologies

2

MEP

WEc3: Water Use Reduction

4

Architect

Energy and Atmosphere (EA)

P
P

EAp1: Fundamental Commissioning of the Building Energy Systems (C)

P
14
0
2

EAp3: Fundamental Refrigerant Management (D)

2
0
0

2
1
0

3
3
0

EAc1: Optimize Energy Performance

21

Energy Modeler

EAc2: On-Site Renewable Energy: (D)

4

MEP

EAc3: Enhanced Commissioning (C)

2

CxA

2
3
3
2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

EAc4: Enhanced Refrigeration Management (D)

2

MEP

EAc5.1: Measurement & Verification (C) - Base Building

3

MEP

EAc5.2: Measurement & Verification (C) - Tenant Submetering

3

MEP

EAc6: Green Power ( C )

2

Owner

6

1

0

6

Materials and Resources (MR)

P
0
2
0
2
1
1

CxA

EAp2: Minimum Energy Performance (D)

Energy Modeler
MEP

MRp1: Storage & Collection of Recyclables (D)

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

5
0
1
0
0
0

Architect

MRc1.1: Building Reuse - Maintain Existing Walls, Floors & Roof (C)

5

Architect

MRc2: Construction Waste Management (C)

2

MRc3: Material Reuse (C)

1

MRc4: Recycled Content (C)

2

GC
Architect
GC
Architect

MRc5: Regional Materials (C)

2

MRc6: Certified Wood (C)

1

GC
Architect
GC
Architect
GC

115 Winthrop Square
LEED CI 2009

LEED Manager: YR&G
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9

1

1

1

P
P
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1

April 13, 2016

Certified: 40 to 49 points

Silver: 50 to 59

Gold: 60 to 79

Platinum: 80 - 110

CREDIT NAME

PTS

RESPONSIBLE

IEQc1: Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring (D)

1

MEP
Owner
Architect
MEP

IEQc2: Increased Ventilation (D)

1

MEP

IEQc3: Construction IAQ Management Plan: During Construction (C)

1

IEQc4.1: Low-Emitting Materials - Adhesives & Sealants (C)

1

IEQc4.2: Low-Emitting Materials - Paints & Coatings (C)

1

GC
Architect
GC
Architect

IEQc4.3: Low-Emitting Materials - Flooring Systems (C)

1

IEQc4.4: Low-Emitting Materials, Composite Wood & Agrifiber (C)

1

0
0
1
0
0

IEQc5: Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control (D)

1

GC
Architect
GC
Architect
GC
MEP

IEQc6: Controllability of Systems - Thermal Comfort (D)

1

MEP

IEQc7: Thermal Comfort - Design (D)

1

MEP

IEQc8.1: Daylight & Views - Daylight (D)

1

Architect

IEQc8.2: Daylight & Views - Views (D)

1

Architect

0
0

IDc1A: Innovation and Design

1

TBD

IDc1B: Innovation and Design

1

TBD

0
0
0
0

IDc1C: Innovation and Design

1

TBD

IDc1D: Innovation and Design

1

TBD

IDc1E: Innovation and Design

1

TBD

IDc2: LEED™ Accredited Professional ( C )

1

YR&G

0
0
0

Regional Priority 1.1:

1

TBD

Regional Priority 1.2:

1

TBD

Regional Priority 1.3:

1

TBD

Regional Priority 1.4:

1

TBD

Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ)
IEQp1: Minimum IAQ Performance (D)
IEQp2: Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control (D)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

Innovation and Design (ID)

Regional Priority (RP)

Notes:

The LEED scorecard above has been developed for the 115 Winthrop Square
project to support the SHOP team RFP. We have reviewed the project and outlined
a path to achieve LEED Platinum certification. The actual strategy for achieving
Platinum certification will be developed in more detail if our team is selected.
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BRJP Best
Practices
To broaden the labor pool for Winthrop Square
within the City, Clark will develop relationships with
participants in programs previously mentioned in our
proposal. Clark shall conduct meetings with Youth
Build Boston and Building Pathways (Boston based
community organizations that providing training for
individuals to enter into the Trades) to learn more about
the organizations and develop a partnership. These
partnerships will allow for access to available apprentice
information to recommend to subcontractors for hire to
improve employment standards. Clark shall host site
tours with Youth Build Boston and Building Pathways to
provide exposure to the field of Construction.
Clark shall assign a compliance officer to oversee all BRJP
related efforts. Each Clark subcontractor shall designate
a compliance officer familiar with all aspects of the BRJP
Program. The Clark project manager shall conduct preconstruction meetings with all subcontractor compliance
officers to review BRJP Program documentation
requirements prior to commencement of work on-site.
BRJP performance will be the first item on the weekly
Owner-Architect-Contactor (OAC) meeting agenda to
maintain focus and enhance performance of all parties.
• Meetings
• Clark will ensure that all subcontractors attend preconstruction meeting with BRJP representative at
jobsite or at BRJP offices prior to mobilization.
• Clark will conduct periodic meetings with
subcontractors who are under-performing to
reiterate importance of employment standards and
strategize ways to improve performance. Accordia
representatives will attend these meetings to further
emphasize the importance of adhering to BRJP
requirements.
• Boston Resident Verification
• Clark will receive Boston “Residents on Project”
report from the BRJP Office on a weekly basis to
review the unverified Residents.

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Based on Boston Residents on Job Report, Clark
will contact the appropriate subcontractor, provide
the Resident Verification form and request that
it be completed and returned. After review and
acceptance, Clark will email to the BRJP office.
Clark compliance officer will periodically meet
with unverified tradespersons on site to complete
documentation required to verify residency.
Work Force Request Form & Weekly Payroll
Spreadsheet
Clark shall encourage subcontractors to send request
to Unions for resident, minority, or female workers to
improve performance in under-performing areas.
Clark shall ensure Work Force Request Forms are
returned by Unions and sent to the BRJP Office.
Clark shall maintain logs of all Work Force Requests
from all subcontractors to demonstrate best faith
effort is exercised.
Clark shall require subcontractors to submit all
payroll spreadsheets directly to compliance officer
Clark shall request Log Reports from the BRJP Office
on a monthly basis and send to each Subcontractor
to review and provide comments for any
discrepancies. This will ensure that the information in
the BRJP system is correct thus resulting in a correct
representation of the work force on site.
Referrals
Clark shall forward all referrals from BRJP Office
or other sources to appropriate subcontractors
and request that the referrals be contacted and
considered for employment to improve performance.
Clark shall ensure Disposition forms are completely
filled out for each referral and emailed to the BRJP
Office.
Clark shall maintain logs of all referrals to
demonstrate best faith effort is exercised.

Fair Housing
Policy
Accordia Partners does not discriminate in housing
because of race, color, religious creed, marital status,
military status, children, handicap, national origin, sex,
gender identity or expression, age or ancestry, sexual
preference or source of income. As part of our mission
to be promote the diversity and inclusion of all citizens in
our city, Accordia practices fair housing initiatives in all of
its housing developments.
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